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MONITRICES ON THE FRONT LINES OF 
HURRICANE RELIEF

Haiti is no stranger to catastrophic events. On 
October 4, the island nation was hit with the most 
powerful hurricane to land on its shores in 50 years. 
Hurricane Matthew, a Category 4 storm, wreaked 
havoc on the south and southwest part of Haiti. 
Homes and businesses were destroyed, water sources 
compromised, and agriculture devastated.

Our community health workers, known as monitrices, are 
hired directly from the communities where they live. They 
understand the needs of the people in these areas.

After the hurricane passed, these women were working 
to ascertain the extent of the damage and how best that 
CNP can respond. Clean water and making sure people 
understood proper hygiene to prevent cholera were one 
of the first things we put in place.

They also have been working with other larger 
international relief organizations to provide help to the 
people in their communities, and have been monitoring 
children for malnutrition, which we expect to increase 
after this devastating storm.

We thank our monitrices and the brave work that they 
do every day.

FOOD INSECURITY AND LIVELIHOODS 
EFFECTED FOLLOWING MATTHEW

Although not in the eye of the storm, Leogane was 
significantly effected. Not to mention home and structure 
damage and loss, the Civil Protection Agency found that 
agriculture was destroyed, latrines collapsed, and water 
sources contaminated. The rural mountain communities 
saw a great deal of loss.

Our monitrices have reported that banana fields have 
been flattened, livestock gone, families displaced, and 
food costs rising due to the lack of availability. Many 
reported the loss of Kongo bean crops, which were due 
to be harvested in October and November. These crops 
are many families’ primary source of income. 

Both limited income and food availability can result 
in the diminution of nutrition status. It can also mean 
a family doesn’t have enough money to send their 
children to school or seek necessary medical care. We 
are monitoring kids in their areas everyday for any signs 
of malnutrition and have reported many children losing 
weight after the storm. 
 
The growing presence of mosquitos in communities 
raises alarms about illnesses such as Dengue, Zika 
and Malaria. Reports of increased water-borne health 
symptoms constitutes a red flag for cholera outbreaks, 
especially given the damage to latrines and flooding of 
drinking sources. 

The Haitian people are resilient, but the worst storm to 
hit the island in 50 years has been hard on its people. 
Kore Timoun/CNP will be focusing on what it does best. 
Food insecurity, nutrition and clean water are our focus 
and are at the heart of our expertise.



In October, I traveled to Haiti 
with CNP founder, Dr. Mitch 
Mutter, to survey the damage 
from Hurricane Matthew and 
meet with our staff.

This has been a hard and 
challenging time for the 
people of Haiti, and our staff 
has been in the trenches 

working to help the folks in their communities.

One of the communities we visited was the mountain 
village of Beloc, which is off the Jacmel Road. I had 
just been to Beloc two weeks before where a boys 
school band was practicing in the community center, 
and Fabrine, our local monitrice, was showing me 
the latrine project CNP was working on there with 
local citizens. 

When Dr. Mutter and I returned, it was a much 
different scene. Fabrine showed us a community that 
was hit hard by the strong hurricane winds. People’s 
wooden homes had been destroyed. Banana 
trees lay on the ground. Bean fields were ravaged. 

Even their water source, a water well, had been badly 
damaged. Their world had been turned upside down.

The Haitian people are strong, but it will be a long road 
back for these communities. We are greatly concerned 
about food shortages caused by crop and livestock 
damage. This will be a blow to economic security and 
childhood malnutrition will likely increase.

CNP has made so much progress in our efforts to 
reduce malnutrition since 1998. We will be doubling our 
efforts now to ensure our work fighting it  does not fall 
backwards.

Please see below how you can help this year the 
Children’s Nutrition Program in our continued fight to 
build healthier Haitian children and families, and work to 
help people build back after the devastating hurricane.

I hope you have a great Christmas and a happy holiday 
season. Thank you again for your prayers and your 
support.

Chris Devaney

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

 Support Our Clean Water Program    $      150

 Monitrice Emergency Response     $      500

 Save a Child, Malnutrition Rehabilitation   $   1,000

 Sponsor a Monitrice for One Year     $   2,500

 Whatever You Can Do to Help     $ ______

HOW YOU CAN HELP HAITIAN CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES
TO RECOVER FROM HURRICANE MATTHEW
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